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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of ZTF J2243+5242, an eclipsing double white dwarf binary with an orbital
period of just 8.8 minutes, the second known eclipsing binary with an orbital period less than ten min-
utes. The system likely consists of two low-mass white dwarfs, and will merge in approximately 400,000
years to form either an isolated hot subdwarf or an R Coronae Borealis star. Like its 6.91 min coun-
terpart, ZTF J1539+5027, ZTF J2243+5242 will be among the strongest gravitational wave sources
detectable by the space-based gravitational-wave detector The Laser Space Interferometer Antenna
(LISA) because its gravitational-wave frequency falls near the peak of LISA’s sensitivity. Based on
its estimated distance of d = 2120+131−115 pc, LISA should detect the source within its first few months
of operation, and should achieve a signal-to-noise ratio of 87 ± 5 after four years. We find compo-
nent masses of MA = 0.349
+0.093
−0.074M and MB = 0.384
+0.114
−0.074M, radii of RA = 0.0308
+0.0026
−0.0025R and
RB = 0.0291
+0.0032
−0.0024R, and effective temperatures of TA = 22200
+1800
−1600 K and TB = 16200
+1200
−1000 K. We
determined all of these properties, and the distance to this system, using only photometric measure-
ments, demonstrating a feasible way to estimate parameters for the large population of optically faint
(r > 21mAB) gravitational-wave sources which the Vera Rubin Observatory (VRO) and LISA should
identify.
Keywords: stars: white dwarfs— binaries: close
1. INTRODUCTION
The population of known double white dwarfs
(DWDs) which will merge within a Hubble time (or-
bital periods . 12 hrs) has increased substantially over
the last decade, in large part due to efforts such as
Corresponding author: Kevin B. Burdge
kburdge@caltech.edu
the extremely low mass white dwarf (ELM) survey
(Brown et al. 2010; Kilic et al. 2011; Brown et al.
2012; Kilic et al. 2012; Brown et al. 2013; Gianninas
et al. 2015; Brown et al. 2016, 2020) and the Supernova
Type Ia Progenitor (SPY) survey (Napiwotzki et al.
2003, 2020). Over the past two years, through mas-
sive expansions in densely sampled time-domain pho-
tometric measurements, the Zwicky Transient Facility
(ZTF) has facilitated a rapid growth in the popula-
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tion of known DWDs with orbital periods under an
hour (Burdge et al. 2020). Two of the sources discov-
ered by ZTF so far, the eclipsing DWD binaries ZTF
J1539+5027 (Pb ≈ 6.91 min) (Burdge et al. 2019a) and
ZTF J0538+1953 (Pb ≈ 14.44 min) (Burdge et al. 2020),
should be detected by The Laser Space Interferome-
ter Antenna (LISA) (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017) with
a high signal-to-noise ratio, enabling precise parame-
ter estimation using gravitational waves (Littenberg &
Cornish 2019). Thus, using the gravitational wave sig-
nal from such a system combined with electromagentic
constraints, we will be able to probe novel white dwarf
(WD) physics such as the efficiency of tides in these ob-
jects (Piro 2019).
Here, we report the discovery of ZTF J2243+5242, a
DWD binary with an orbital period of just 8.8 min, the
second shortest eclipsing binary system known at the
time of discovery. ZTF J2243+5242 is a high signal-to-
noise (SNR) LISA-detectable gravitational-wave source
which should be detected within the first month of
LISA’s operation and reach an SNR of 87± 5 four years
into the mission. Unique among the binary systems
known at Pb < 10 min, this system likely consists of
a pair of helium-core white dwarfs (He WDs) or hy-
brid (helium/CO core) WDs with a mass ratio near
unity, suggesting that it will result in a merger (Marsh
et al. 2004). This binary is also unique among known
Pb < 10 min systems because neither object is near
to filling its Roche lobe (our inferred parameters sug-
gest RRL ≈
2
3 for both objects, where R is the volume-
averaged WD radius, and RL is the radius of the Roche
lobe), indicating that the system is well detached. Here,
we discuss the properties of this system, its past and
future evolutionary history, and prospects for the dis-
covery of more such sources in the eras of LISA) and
the Vera Rubin Observatory (VRO) (Ivezić et al. 2019).
2. OBSERVATIONS
Before we discuss the discovery and analysis of this
object (Section 3), we briefly discuss the different data-
sets and observations that we used.
2.1. ZTF Observations
ZTF is a northern sky synoptic survey based on ob-
servations with the 48-inch Samuel Oschin Schmidt tele-
scope at Palomar Observatory (Bellm et al. 2019; Masci
et al. 2019; Graham et al. 2019; Dekany et al. 2020).
The camera has a 47 deg2 field of view, and reaches a
5σ limiting apparent magnitude of approximately 20.8
in g-band, 20.6 in r-band, and 20.2 in i-band, with stan-
dard 30 s exposures.
ZTF J2243+5242 had 218 r-band and 382 g-band
good quality photometric detections in its ZTF archival
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Figure 1. Archival ZTF g-band (top) and r-band (bottom)
lightcurves of the system folded at a period of 527.934814 ±
0.000021 s. Because the system is 30% percent brighter in g-
band than in r-band, and ZTF also slightly more sensitive in
g-band, the discovery was enabled primarily by the g-band
data.
lightcurves at the time of this writing. As illustrated by
Figure 1, the discovery was enabled primarily by the g-
band lightcurve, probably because the object is approxi-
mately 30% brighter in g-band than it is in r-band, and
because ZTF is also more sensitive in g-band than in
r-band (Masci et al. 2019). Note that the ZTF archive
only contains 5σ detections in science images, but in or-
der to model the ZTF lightcurve, after discovery, we ex-
tracted forced photometry from ZTF difference images
to obtain the best quality lightcurve possible. Using
difference images helped improve the photometry signif-
icantly due to nearby bright star to the north west, as
seen in the Pan-STARRS1 image cutout shown in Figure
2. The ZTF lightcurves extracted using forced photom-
etry contained 1384 r-band and 827 g-band observations
(Yao et al. 2019).
2.2. High-speed photometry
We obtained high speed photometric follow-up of the
system using the dual-channel high speed photometer
CHIMERA (Harding et al. 2016) on the 200-inch Hale
telescope at Palomar observatory. We conducted a cam-
paign of observations over several nights, using g′ as
the blue channel filter, and alternating between r′ and
i′ on the red channel. The phase-folded and binned
lightcurves from these observations can be seen in Fig-
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Figure 2. A 60′′×60′′ Pan-STARRS1 color giy-bands image
of ZTF J2243+5242, which is the blue object in the center of
the image. We illustrate 2.′′5 apertures around the source and
a nearby bright star in cyan. Due to the source’s proximity
to the bright star to the north west (Gaia G ≈ 14.5mV), we
extracted forced difference image photometry for the ZTF
lightcurve we used when modelling the source, PSF photom-
etry for the CHIMERA high speed photometry, and used a
2.′′5 aperture for extracting Swift UVOT photometry rather
than the default 5′′ radius.
ure 3. We used a combination of 3 s and 5 s exposure
times, due to variable conditions across our nights of
observing. All CHIMERA data were reduced using a
publicly available pipeline1, with a newly implemented
PSF photometry mode to accommodate reductions for
this object, which has a bright neighboring star. Be-
cause we were not read-noise limited, we operated the
CCD in frame transfer mode using the conventional (as
opposed to the electron multiplying) 1 MHz amplifier.
On nights of poor seeing (> 1′′), we binned the read-
out 2x2 in order to reduce the read-noise. For further
details, please see Table 1.
2.3. Spectroscopic follow-up
Using the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(LRIS) on the 10-m W. M. Keck I Telescope on Mauna
Kea (Oke et al. 1995), we conducted phase-resolved
spectroscopy on the object. We used an exposure time
of 66 s, about one eighth of the orbital period, in order
to avoid significant Doppler smearing over the course of
an exposure. A coadded spectrum of one phase bin is
illutrated in Figure 4. Due to issues with the red chan-
1 https://github.com/mcoughlin/kp84
nel, we only analyzed data from the blue channel, which
covered a wavelength range of approximately 3200 Å to
5500 Å. We used the 600/4000 grism as the dispersive
element, and binned the readout 4x4 in order to decrease
the readout time to 30 s. We obtained a total of 312 ex-
posures (see Table 1). We reduced the data with the
publically available lpipe pipeline (Perley 2019), and in
order to construct our phase-binned spectra, we divided
the orbital phase into 12 bins, and coadded all spectra
with a mid-exposure time falling within each bin.
2.4. Swift observations
We targeted the binary system with a 5075 s ob-
servation from the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory on
2020 April 02 in order to obtain ultraviolet photometry
for the source using the UVOT instrument (see Table
2), as well as an observation with the X-ray telescope
(XRT) (Observation ID: 00013301001) (Gehrels et al.
2004). The UVOT observation used 4 exposures with
lengths 448 s–1708 s, all with the UVM2 filter (centered
at 2246 Å).
3. DISCOVERY AND ANALYSIS
3.1. Photometric selection
Like the systems described in Burdge et al. (2020),
ZTF J2243+5242 was selected using a broad color cut
using Pan-STARRS (Chambers et al. 2016) which en-
compassed all objects with g − r < 0.2 and r − i < 0.2
(see Burdge et al. 2020 for further details). As seen
by the apparent magnitudes listed in Table 2, the ob-
ject’s temperature is large enough that it has a color of
g − r ≈ −0.21, and thus could have been targeted with
a more restrictive selection. Currently, it is feasible to
systematically search a broad selection, but in the VRO
era, more restrictive selections may prove valuable in
reducing the number of candidates. It is worth noting
that the only two binary systems with even shorter or-
bital periods, HM Cnc (Ramsay et al. 2002) and ZTF
J1539+5027 (Burdge et al. 2019a), also both exhibit ex-
ceptionally blue Pan-STARRS1 colors, of g− r ≈ −0.28
and g − r ≈ −0.39, respectively. Unlike HM Cnc and
ZTF J1539+5027, which are both substantially brighter
in the ultraviolet than in the optical, ZTF J2243+5242 is
fainter in these bands, due to modest extinction result-
ing from its location in the Galactic plane (b ≈ −5.5◦).
3.2. Period finding
ZTF J2243+5242 was discovered using a graphics pro-
cessing unit (GPU) based implementation of the condi-
tional entropy algorithm (Graham et al. 2013) in the
4 Burdge et al.
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Figure 3. The binned, phase-folded CHIMERA g′ (top), r′ (middle), and i′ (bottom) lightcurves of the system, with the best
fit LCURVE (Copperwheat et al. 2010) model overplotted.
cuvarbase package2, executed on four Nvidia 2080 Ti
GPUs. Notably, because the system exhibits two simi-
lar depth eclipses, it was detected at half its period (at
≈ 4.4 min), and until we obtained follow-up photome-
try, it was unclear whether the object had a 4.4 min or
8.8 min orbital period.
3.3. Swift UVOT and XRT Results
In the Swift UVOT data, we could see ZTF
J2243+5242 in the images, but there was a brigher
source about 7.′′5 to the north west that complicated
photometry. Rather than use the default aperture of
5′′ radius (where the point spread functions overlap) we
measured photometry for ZTF J2243+5242 using a 2.′′5
radius. We first summed the individual exposures us-
2 https://github.com/johnh2o2/cuvarbase
ing uvotimsum and then performed aperture photome-
try with a 2.′′5 radius using uvotsource, with a nearby
region with radius 40′′ used to define the background.
We find a source magnitude of 20.73±0.10mAB for ZTF
J2243+5242, which has been corrected to 5′′ radius us-
ing the default point spread function present in the Swift
CALDB. We include a systematic uncertainty of 0.05 mag
to account for standard Swift processing as well as our
non-standard aperture choice.
For the Swift XRT data, there was no obvious emission
present at the position of ZTF J2243+5242. There is
1 event within a circle with radius 9′′ (the half-power
point of the XRT) centered on ZTF J2243+5242. This
was entirely consistent with background emission, where
we find a mean of 0.58 counts in similar circles randomly
distributed across the image. Therefore we can set a 3-
σ upper limit of 3 counts in 5044 s, or a rate limit of
< 0.6× 10−3 count s−1.
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Figure 4. An example of a spectroscopic model fit to a phase-binned spectrum of ZTF J2243+5242. Such fits were performed
on 12 phase-binned spectra, and used a composite spectrum of two WD models with relative luminosity contributions and
effective surface temperatures fixed by lightcurve modelling. The splitting seen in the line cores is indicative that the system is
double-lined. We did not measure radial-velocities from these spectra due to the low signal-to-noise ratio.
3.4. Lightcurve+SED modelling and parameter
estimation
We modelled ZTF J2243+5242 by fitting the
CHIMERA lightcurve with a model generated using
LCURVE (Copperwheat et al. 2010), while simultane-
ously fitting the Pan-STARRS1 and Swift photometry
listed in Table 2. Here, we describe this modelling pro-
cedure in detail.
Our overall modelling procedure sampled over 14 free
parameters: the component masses MA and MB , tem-
peratures TA and TB , volume averaged radii RA and
RB , orbital inclination i, time of superior conjuction T0,
period Pb, period derivative Ṗb, distance to the system
d, and three absorption parameters αg, αr, αi which de-
scribe the reprocessing of radiation which occurs when
the stars irradiate each other. We fixed the gravity
and and limb darkening coefficients using the work de-
scribed in Claret et al. (2020a), using a 4-parameter
limb-darkening law (Claret 2000). We estimate the
Doppler beaming coefficients for the system based on
Claret et al. (2020b).
After constructing a likelihood function based on these
free parameters, we performed our sampling using the
nested sampling package, Multinest (Feroz et al. 2009).
We used an evidence tolerance of 0.5, with 1000 live
points. A final model fit to the CHIMERA g′, r′, and i′
data using the parameters reported in Table 3 is illus-
trated in Figure 3. Corner plots from this comprehen-
sive analysis, showing the covariance between parame-
ters, are illustrated in Figure 5. Note that for ease of
reading, we have omitted some free parameters such as
T0, Pb, Ṗb, and the absorption coefficients. The final
parameters we derived from the analysis are reported in
Table 3. The remainder of this section discusses how we
constructed our likelihood function and other details of
our sampling procedure.
Lightcurve fit: We simultaneously fit the
CHIMERA g′, r′, and i′, as well as ZTF r-band and
6 Burdge et al.
Table 1. Table of observations
Telescope Instrument Filter/Mode Date (UTC) # of Exposures Exposure Time (s)
Palomar 48-inch ZTF ZTF g Apr 24 2018–Sep 05 2020 827 30
Palomar 48-inch ZTF ZTF r Apr 09 2018–Sep 04 2020 1384 30
Palomar 200-inch CHIMERA g′ July 15 2020 1500 5
Palomar 200-inch CHIMERA g′ Jul 21 2020 4100 5
Palomar 200-inch CHIMERA r′ Jul 21 2020 4100 5
Palomar 200-inch CHIMERA g′ Jul 23 2020 5000 3
Palomar 200-inch CHIMERA i′ Jul 23 2020 2100 5
Palomar 200-inch CHIMERA g′ Aug 19 2020 6800 3
Palomar 200-inch CHIMERA r′ Aug 19 2020 4100 5
Keck I LRIS Blue Arm Jul 18 2020 165 66
Keck I LRIS Blue Arm Sept 16 2020 147 66
Swift UVOT UVM2 Apr 02 2020 4 5075
Swift XRT PC Apr 02 2020 1 5075
Table 2. Photometric apparent magnitudes and astrometry
Survey Filter/Quantity Measured Value
Swift UVOT UVM2 20.73 ± 0.10mAB
Pan-STARRS1 g 20.359 ± 0.029mAB
Pan-STARRS1 r 20.571 ± 0.027mAB
Pan-STARRS1 i 20.733 ± 0.024mAB
Pan-STARRS1 z 20.92 ± 0.12mAB
Gaia G 20.635 ± 0.016mV
Gaia RA 340.929043146 deg ± 1.05 mas
Gaia Dec +52.701660186 deg ± 0.85 mas
Gaia Parallax −1.57 ± 1.05 mas
Gaia pm RA +0.48 ± 2.29 mas yr−1
Gaia pm Dec −5.12 ± 2.10 mas yr−1
E(g−r) 0.16 ± 0.02mAB
Note—Reddenning estimated using distance reported in Table 3, with
extinction maps of Green et al. (2019).
g-band lightcurves from all nights, allowing each pass-
band a free parameter representing the absorption coef-
ficient (to model the reprocessing of radiation that arises
from the stars irradiating the other, which is generally
wavelength dependent). All other free parameters were
the same for the lightcurve models of the three bands.
Although the ZTF data has much lower SNR than the
CHIMERA data, it was fit alongside the CHIMERA
data because it strongly constrains the orbital period
and its derivative due to its temporal baseline.
SED Fit: We also use the parameters we sample
over to generate a synthetic SED by computing a syn-
thetic WD model atmosphere using Tremblay et al.
(2011), with Stark broadening from Tremblay & Berg-
eron (2009), and use these synthetic spectra to com-
pute photometry for our passbands. Because we sam-
ple over the masses and radii of the components, for
each iteration, we can compute the surface gravity of
both objects, and by using these in combination with
the temperatures of both objects (which we also sam-
ple over), and the radii and distances to the objects, we
have all the degrees of freedom needed to compute syn-
thetic photometry for these objects. We compute the
reddening for each iteration, by querying the extinction
maps of (Green et al. 2019), supplying the distance of
each sample to estimate the reddening for that particu-
lar iteration (which we then use to redden our synthetic
photometry in order to correctly fit the SED).
Ephemeris constraint: We fit for the time of supe-
rior conjunction, T0, which is well-constrained by the
deep primary eclipse in the CHIMERA data (whose
sharp ingress and egress allow for a precise measure-
ment of the mid-eclipse time). We also fit for the orbital
period Pb, and its derivative, Ṗb. The latter two param-
eters are primarily constrained by ZTF forced photom-
etry (Yao et al. 2019), with its two year baseline. We
should be able to measure these parameters more pre-
cisely with continued monitoring of the system using
high speed photometers like CHIMERA, but at present,
the baseline of the CHIMERA observations is short
enough that ZTF provides a far better constraint. We
would like to note that unlike Burdge et al. (2019a,b),
we measured Ṗb for this system by fitting for the param-
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Figure 5. Corner plots illustrating the covariances of quantities estimated during our combined analysis. Note that for
readability, we have omitted some parameters including the time of superior conjunction, T0, the orbital period, Pb, it’s derivative,
Ṗb, and the absorption coefficients.
eter in our lightcurve model, rather than constructing a
diagram like the one shown in Figure 6 and fitting a
quadratic to it. The reason for this is because there is a
significant amount of ZTF data distributed throughout
the last two years which contains information about the
orbit between the period when the CHIMERA data was
obtained and the two densely sampled ZTF nights, and
thus we decided to model all the data coherently.
Mass constraints: In sampling over masses for the
two WDs, we used a uniform prior of 0.2 − 0.7M in
order to speed up sampling. Our final mass estimates
converged within these boundaries, indicating that we
did not need to widen this prior to consider lower or
higher mass solutions. The masses are primarily con-
strained by ellipsoidal modulation in the lightcurve, and
the orbital decay of the system.
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Because we fit the ZTF lightcurves (with their long
baseline) in combination with our CHIMERA data, we
are able to place tight constraints on the orbital period
Pb, and the orbital period derivative, Ṗb. This allows
us to constrain masses by assuming that the orbit is
evolving according to energy loss due to gravitational-
wave emission,
ḟGW =
96
5
π
8
3
(
GM
c3
) 5
3
f
11
3
GW , (1)
(Taylor & Weisberg 1989), where the chirp mass is given
by M = (MAMB)
3
5
(MA+MB)
1
5
, and the gravitational wave fre-
quency is twice the orbital frequency, fGW =
2
Pb
.
We use the assumption that the orbital decay is due
to general relativity to place an upper bound on M;
however, it is predicted that tidal effects could signifi-
cantly contribute to the evolution of a binary at these
short orbital periods, and thus we estimate an addi-
tional fractional tidal contribution of approximately 7.5
percent based on Equation 9 of Burdge et al. (2019a),
where we have taken κA = 0.12 and κB = 0.12, which
are constants determined by the internal structure of
each WD. We estimated these values based on simu-
lations performed in Burdge et al. (2019a), which es-
timated κ ≈ 0.11 for the lower mass He WD in ZTF
J1539+5027, and κ ≈ 0.14 for the CO WD in the sys-
tem (in our case, the two WDs fall between these two,
and likely have a structure more similar to the He WD
in ZTF J1539+5027). In any case, this approximation
leads to an estimated tidal contribution of up to 7.5 per-
cent, and we use this constraint to place a lower bound
on the chirp mass. Thus, when we sample, we sample
over Ṗb which is fit by the lightcurves, and we also esti-
mate a purely relativistic ṖbGW based on our masses MA
and MB for that sample, and reject any solutions falling
outside the range Ṗb < ṖbGW < 0.925 × Ṗb to allow for
solutions to the masses which accommodate up to a 7.5
percent tidal contribution to the orbital evolution.
In addition to the chirp mass constraint discussed
above, these masses are also constrained by the
fractional amplitude of ellipsoidal variations in the
lightcurve, which are given by
∆Fellipsoidal
F
= 0.15
(15 + u)(1 + τ)
3− u
(
R
a
)3
q sin2(i),
(2)
(Morris 1985), where u is the linear limb-darkening coef-
ficient, and τ is the gravity darkening coefficient in the
system and q = MBMA is the mass ratio of the system.
In ZTF J2243+5242, the ellipsoidal variations exhibit a
semi-amplitude of approximately 1.5 percent, which is
quite small compared to systems like ZTF J1539+5027.
This helps constrain the masses by driving the mass ra-
tio q towards unity.
Inclination and radius constraints: In addition to
constraining the mass ratio q and the T0, modelling the
CHIMERA lightcurve allows us to precisely estimate the
inclination, i, and the ratio of the component radii, RA
and RB , with respect to the semi-major axis a. These
constraints arise primarily from the total duration of the
eclipses, and the duration of ingress/egress. Because we
also sample over masses, we are able to directly constrain
the semi-major axis because we know the total mass of
the system, MA + MB . There is an asymmetry in the
posterior distribution of the inclination, likely due to
this system being on the edge of a grazing/total eclipse
(it is unclear from our data whether it is flat-bottomed
or not).
Temperature constraints: The temperatures of the
two white dwarfs are constrained by an interplay of
modelling the lightcurves and fitting the Pan-STARRS1
and Swift UVM2 photometry. This is because the ra-
tio of eclipse depths in the lightcurve places stringent
constraints on the surface brightness ratio and therefore
the temperature ratio, whereas the SED sets the over-
all temperature scale. We wish to note that because of
the high temperature of the objects T > 15000 K, most
of their flux is found in the ultraviolet, and thus the
Swift UVM2 photometric measurement dominates this
estimate, and is highly sensitive to the assumed redden-
ing. Our solution for the temperatures is lower than that
inferred from the spectroscopic modelling by about 2σ,
likely due to the uncertainties in reddening. In any case,
we wish to emphasize that the spectroscopic and SED
temperature estimates differ by < 20 percent, and both
estimates still give a similar physical picture of the sys-
tem and its evolutionary history. We wish to note that
LCURVE uses a monochromatic blackbody approxima-
tion to estimate the temperature ratio of the two com-
ponents based on the surface brightness ratio of the two
components. By comparing with atmospheric models,
we determined that the correction to the temperatures
due to atmospheric effects is on the order of ≈ 100 K,
which is small compared to our uncertainties.
Distance constraints: The distance is primarily
constrained by the fit to the SED, since the overall flux
contribution of each WD to the SED photometry de-
pends only on Rd . The lightcurve fit is not directly sen-
sitive to the distance, but it does constrain the ratio of
the radii and temperature of the two WDs used in com-
puting the synthetic photometery, as discussed above.
The distance we estimate to the system, d = 2120+131−115,
is consistent with that of the nearby bright star to the
northwest seen in Figure 2, which has a Gaia parallax
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Figure 6. Eclipse timing of ZTF J2243+5242, demonstrat-
ing its orbital decay. The two black diamonds on the right
(with small error bars) illustrate eclipse times derived from
CHIMERA data, whereas the two points at much earlier
times are derived from two nights of ZTF data, each of
which contains over 3 hours of continuous observations of
the source. The overplotted red parabola illustrates the pre-
dicted orbital evolution based on our derived Ṗb.
of ω̄ = 0.479 ± 0.024 mas; however, uncertainties in the
astrometric solution are currently too large to establish
an association (if associated, the objects would be sep-
arated by ∼ 15000 AU).
3.5. Spectroscopic modelling
The phase-resolved spectra revealed that ZTF
J2243+5242 is a double-lined spectroscopic binary
which consists of two hydrogen rich (DA) white dwarfs
(see Figure 4). Due to the limited signal-to-noise ratio
of the phase-binned spectra we acquired, we were un-
able to use these spectra to fit for radial velocity semi-
amplitudes in the system. The low SNRs of the spectra
are a consequence of the faint nature of the object, the
short exposure time needed to preserve temporal reso-
lution, and large readout duty cycle of the observations.
However, even though we were unable to extract ra-
dial velocity semi-amplitudes from the spectra, we still
were able to fit the spectra in order to estimate the effec-
tive temperatures of the WDs in the system. We use the
synthetic DA NLTE white dwarf atmospheric models de-
scribed in Tremblay et al. (2011), with stark broadening
from Tremblay & Bergeron (2009). We generate a com-
posite WD spectrum by using the ratio of the radii of
the two components inferred from lightcurve modelling
to weight each component’s flux appropriately, and also
fix the ratio of the temperatures of the two components
based on lightcurve modelling (as the relative depth of
the eclipses constrains this quite well). We also fixed
the surface gravities of both objects based on masses
and radii inferred from lightcurve modelling. We use the
masses estimated from the lightcurve analysis to appro-
priately Doppler shift the spectral components of each
WD based on the phase of each spectrum.
By fitting the spectra with these model atmospheres,
we estimate temperatures of TA = 25700 ± 600 K and
TB = 18500 ± 400 K. These estimates are more precise
than those estimated from the SED alone (and slightly
larger), and we report them here as a point of reference
to compare the estimates from our combined analysis
(see Table 3), which are based on the spectral energy
distribution (SED) alone. We take both approaches to
illustrate the feasibility of estimating temperature from
just the SED, as this will be far more practical for the
large number of faint WDs discovered by VRO and LISA
than attempting spectroscopic follow-up of these sys-
tems. An example of a fit of the spectrum of the object
is illustrated in Figure 4. Note that such an estimate is
mainly feasible for eclipsing systems, in which the rela-
tive luminosity and radii of the two components can be
constrained.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Evolutionary history
Given the masses reported in Table 3, it is likely that
the system consists of a pair of He WDs, though the
uncertainties do allow for masses potentially consistent
with either carbon-oxygen (CO) WDs, or hybrid WDs
(Perets et al. 2019). If the system is indeed a pair of
He WDs, one evolutionary channel from which ZTF
J2243+5242 could have formed is via an episode of sta-
ble mass transfer, followed by a common envelope event.
There is a tight relation between the radius of a star
ascending the red giant branch, and its He core mass,
and thus a close relationship between the mass of a He
WD and the orbital period at which its progenitor star
underwent a mass transfer event, stripping it of its en-
velope (Rappaport et al. 1995). Rappaport et al. (1995)
estimated the relation as
Porb = 1.3× 105M6.25WD /(1 + 4M4WD)1.5 days, (3)
where Porb is the orbital period at the start of the mass
transfer event which forms the He WD, and MWD is
the mass of the remnant He WD in solar masses. This
suggests that the progenitor of ZTF J2243+5242 un-
derwent a common envelope event at an orbital period
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Table 3. Physical parameters
Quantity: Measured value
MA 0.349
+0.093
−0.074 M
MB 0.384
+0.114
−0.074 M
RA 0.0308
+0.0026
−0.0025 R
RB 0.0291
+0.0032
−0.0024 R
TA 22200
+1800
−1600 K (SED) 25700
+600
−600 K (Spect)
TB 16200
+1200
−1000 K (SED) 18500
+400
−400 K (Spect)
i 81.88+1.31−0.69 deg
a 0.1282+0.0033−0.0032 R
T0 59053.3448643
+0.0000021
−0.0000023 MBJDTDB
Pb 527.934814
+0.000043
−0.000043 s
Ṗb 1.66
+0.17
−0.18 × 10−11 s s−1
d 2120+131−115 pc
Note—Measured component and orbital parameters for
ZTF J2243+5242. All parameters are derived from a
combined analysis of the spectral energy distribution
and CHIMERA lightcurves, with the exception of TA
and TB , for which we also report estimates based on the
optical spectrum of the system. The component param-
eters given here are the masses, MA and MB , radii, RA
and RB , surface temperatures, TA and TB . We also re-
port the distance to the system d, and orbital parameters
including the semi-major axis, a, inclination i, the time
of superior conjuction T0, the orbital period, Pb, and its
derivative, Ṗb. For the temperature estimates, TA and
TB , we give estimates both based on a spectroscopic fit
(Spect), and based purely on the spectral energy distri-
bution (SED).
of ≈ 160 days, with an initial orbital period somewhat
shorter due to the orbital widening that occurred during
the preceding stable mass-transfer phase.
For a detached compact binary which has a measured
Ṗb, if one assumes that the system is undergoing or-
bital decay due to general relativity and can determine
a cooling age, one can estimate the orbital period that
the system exited common envelope by extrapolating
the orbital evolution back in time.
In order to estimate the orbital period at which the
system might have exited common envelope, we mod-
eled the evolution of the primary WD with MESA using
its pre-computed WD model with M = 0.35M. Using
this model, we estimate that the system is roughly 17
million years old, and exited the common envelope phase
with an orbital period of 36 minutes. The actual age and
initial orbital period could be slightly longer if diffusion
and/or rotational mixing processes allow for more ex-
tended hydrogen burning or hydrogen shell-flashes (Al-
thaus et al. 2013). Based on the models of Istrate et al.
(2016), these processes last less than 10 Myr in a WD
of this mass, so the system is very likely younger than
30 Myr and was born at an orbital period less than an
hour.
A caveat to this calculation is that tidal heating may
contribute significantly to the luminosity of the WDs
in ZTF J2243+5242, and thus may impact our age es-
timates. From Burdge et al. (2019a), the upper limit
to the surface temperature produced by tidal heating is
Ttide = (πκMṖ/2σBP
3)1/4 ≈ 30, 000 K for each of the
WDs in ZTF J2243+5242. In a more realistic estimate
for tidal heating, which accounts for the expected near
spin-orbit synchronism, the tidal heating rate is reduced
by roughly an order of magnitude, so that the tidal tem-
perature would be closer to Ttide ∼ 18, 000 K. Hence, it
is quite possible that the luminosity of the secondary is
dominated by tidal heat. While tidal heating may con-
tribute to the luminosity of the primary, its significantly
higher temperature (despite a similar mass and radius)
suggests its luminosity is dominated by normal white
dwarf cooling, validating the young age estimate above.
Hence, these rapidly merging systems may spend only a
tiny fraction of their lives as DWDs.
4.2. Future evolution
ZTF J2243+5242 is undergoing rapid orbital decay.
The system is currently clearly detached, with RRL ≈
2
3
for both components; however, the two components will
start interacting in approximately 320, 000 years, likely
evolving into a direct impact accretor and bright source
of X-rays like HM Cnc and V407 Vul. Based on the
mass ratio of the system, mass transfer will likely be
unstable (Marsh et al. 2004), and the system will merge
in < 400, 000 years. After merger, the system is likely
to form either an isolated hot subdwarf star, or an R
Coronae Borealis star. In any case, the remnant of this
merger will eventually cool to form a ∼ 0.5 − 0.7M
CO WD on the white dwarf cooling track, which may
be rapidly rotating. Merging pairs of He WDs like ZTF
J2243+5242 demonstrate that some “normal-mass” CO
WDs with M ∼ 0.6M likely form from merger events.
4.3. Implications for LISA and the VRO
As demonstrated in this work, using just photometric
measurements, we were able to estimate component pa-
rameters for ZTF J2243+5242, including masses, tem-
peratures, and radii, as well as orbital parameters such
as inclination, period, orbital period decay rate, time
of superior conjunction, and semi-major axis. This has
major implications for the eras of the VRO (Ivezić et al.
2019), and LISA (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2017), which we
discuss here.
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LISA and the VRO are both expected to significantly
increase the number of known short period DWDs. The
VRO is an upcoming optical southern sky synoptic sur-
vey using the Simonyi Survey Telescope, which has an
effective aperture of 6.5-m, and the instrument has a
field of view of 9.6 square degrees, about a quarter of
ZTF’s (Ivezić et al. 2019). The survey is expected to
reach a 5-sigma depth of approximately 24.5 in r in a
30 s exposure, about 4 magnitudes fainter than ZTF.
The VRO, with its smaller field of view, will acquire
about a quarter the number of samples of ZTF in an
equivalent survey time, and thus will not perform as well
in recovering periodic objects at the same signal-to-noise
ratio. By the time the survey does reach a comparable
number of samples to ZTF after two and a half years,
which should take the VRO about a decade or so, the
frequency evolution of these objects will make it im-
possible to recover them without acceleration searches
(Katz et al. 2020). The VRO could partially compen-
sate for this by adopting two 15 s exposures rather than
a single 30 s one, as this not only doubles the num-
bers epochs for such sources, but actually provides a
crucial ingredient—high time resolution. Such expo-
sures would be consecutive, effectively measuring both
the flux and its derivative at a given time (which, for
points in eclipse, is very valuable). Eclipsing DWDs
such as ZTF J2243+5242 and ZTF J1539+5027 can sig-
nificantly change their brightness in < 15 s during the
ingress and egress of their primary eclipse, so such a
measurement would be highly sensitive to this kind of
rapid photometric variability, greatly enhancing the fa-
cility’s discovery capabilities in ultra-fast timescale opti-
cal variability. The other fundamental challenge is that
the VRO will divide its exposures into many filters,
complicating period finding (an important element in
preparing for this survey will be to adapt a wide range of
algorithms to cope with this technical challenge) (Van-
derPlas 2018).
The VRO should contribute significantly to the dis-
covery of low and moderate amplitude sources like ZTF
J2243+5242 at < 23.0 in r, where improved photomet-
ric precision can partially compensate for lack of tem-
poral resolution compared to more densely sampled sur-
veys such as ZTF. These binaries will be so faint that
obtaining phase-resolved spectroscopy for more than a
handful will be impossible without substantial time on
an extremely large telescope (ELT). Our analysis of ZTF
J2243+5242 gives hope that it will be feasible to charac-
terize the photometrically variable systems among these
without depending on spectroscopic follow-up. As dis-
cussed above, we were able to constrain many param-
eters in this system using just photometric measure-
ments; this means that the large number of faint eclips-
ing binaries discoverable by the VRO (and eventually
LISA) could be characterized simply by obtaining a
single high signal-to-noise lightcurve on a high speed
photometer, and combining modelling of this lightcurve
with a measurement of Ṗb using the longer baseline VRO
data, or in some cases, such modelling could be possi-
ble using just the VRO lightcurves alone. Such anal-
yses open up the possibility of characterizing a large
population of such systems, and identifying properties
such as masses/core compositions, which have implica-
tions for both the binary evolutionary processes which
form these systems, and also the outcomes of the inter-
actions/mergers.
In the era of LISA, short orbital period systems like
ZTF J2243+5242 and ZTF J1539+5027 will be particu-
larly valuable astrophysical laboratories. Because these
systems fall near the peak of LISA’s sensitivity (see
Figure 7), they are detectable at large distances (ZTF
J2243+5242 reaches an SNR of 7 in LISA at ≈ 25 kpc,
and ZTF J1539+5037 at ≈ 30 kpc). LISA, which will be
unhindered by Galactic extinction, should easily detect
most of these kinds of objects in the Milky Way.
One way to prepare for LISA is by developing ground
and space-based instrumentation optimized to best char-
acterize the optically detectable portion of its source
population in an efficient manner. We hope that in
this work and Burdge et al. (2019a,b, 2020); Cough-
lin et al. (2020), we have demonstrated that high speed
photometers, which can obtain densely sampled high-
signal to noise lightcurves with high temporal resolution
will be one of the most powerful tools for such charac-
terization. Such instruments on 10-m and 30-m class
telescopes could be used to characterize binaries like
ZTF J2243+5242 and ZTF J1539+5027 to 10-30 kpc–
distances well matched to LISA’s sensitivity threshold.
5. CONCLUSION
Here, we described the discovery and characterization
of ZTF J2243+5242, the second eclipsing binary known
with an orbital period under 10 minutes. The system is
a DWD with an orbital period of just 8.8 minutes, and
will be a strong LISA gravitational-wave source. We
performed a comprehensive analysis of the system using
just photometric measurements, demonstrating the con-
siderable value of photometry not just as a tool for dis-
covering such extreme systems, but also one which can
be used to precisely characterize these objects at great
distances and faint apparent magnitudes. We were able
to determine that ZTF J2243+5242 likely consists of
two He WDs which will merge in approximately 400,000
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Figure 7. The current ZTF sample of ultracompact bi-
nary sources reported in Burdge et al. (2020) (red dia-
monds). ZTF J2243+5242 is indicated as the blue six point
star, the second shortest period system shown here. Be-
cause the power spectral density of LISA’s sensitivity curve
is expected to increase substantially at a frequency corre-
sponding to around 15 min, sources below this period, like
ZTF J0538+1953, ZTF J2243+5242, and ZTF J1539+5027
should all be detected by LISA with high signal-to-noise
(SNR), enabling precise parameter estimation using GWs.
It is worth noting that these high-SNR sources are all eclips-
ing binaries, making them particularly valuable astrophysical
laboratories.
years, with component masses of MA = 0.349
+0.093
−0.074M
and MB = 0.384
+0.114
−0.074M.
ZTF has already significantly altered the landscape of
extremely short orbital period binary systems known in
the Galaxy. Current discoveries mark the beginning of a
golden era for discovering these objects, a sample which
will profoundly alter our understanding of compact bi-
nary evolution as we continue to discover more of them
and understand both the processes which lead to their
creation, and their eventual fates upon merger.
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